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							Contact us for your free Measure and Quote
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Upload House PlansAccepted file types: jpg, png, pdf, Max. file size: 5 MB.
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[image: Paul Coffey]
Paul Coffey1708313822

very helpful, price competitive and awesome installation guys



[image: ruby webber]
ruby webber1707786117

Everyone at the Blindman were incredibly knowledgeable and helpful!I was please with the quality and affordability of our beautiful new blinds and also very grateful for the patience they had with my partner and i as we were waiting for window installation.Thanks guys!
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Angie Alchin1704067786

We live in Bateau Bay and we had a recommendation to use Dave from the Blindman Mulgrave we are so glad we did Dave had no hesitation to come and give us a quote driving from Sydney to Bateau Bay they were the cheapest quote but they were also the best, the quality was great, Dave suggestions were outstanding and everything we ask for was delivered.  Our experience with the Blindman was fantastic from the office staff to Dave who installed everything coming three times to our place.  So, if you are thinking of awnings, blinds, shutters, screen doors and much more don’t go past the Blindman at Mulgrave.  Thank you to Marion and Dave and the all the staff at the Blindman Mulgrave.  Kind regards Angie & Garry Alchin.
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Niluka Munasinghe (Luka)1703648597

Blindman exceeded our expectations at every step – from the quote to the installation. The communication was outstanding, and every team member was not only professional but also a pleasure to deal with. For your window blinds, Blindman is the top choice.
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Kimberley Harris1703123184

Highly recommend Blindman! During all stages of the process: quote, colour selections to installation, we were very impressed! The communication in between was outstanding. All team members were friendly, professional and a pleasure to deal with. Look no further than Blindman for your window furnishings!
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Dianne Mann1701989845
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Neil Marsh1701988096

Very professional, good workmanship.Would recommend.
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John Kitchener1701772818

Really happy with the service we got from Blindman – Appreciate your work, David. Plenty of advice on how to get the best results. Highly recommended.
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Rochelle Franks1701766604

What a wonderfully easy process!… great advice from the staff, who all knew their stuff.I am so happy with my news blinds & the cost was very affordable. Very little wait time! Thank you Blindman!
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Anne English1701748803

Would highly recommend using The Blindman.  They were very professional, extremely helpful with choosing blinds for my home.  My plantation shutters look great, really happy with the quality.  The company kept me constantly updated in regards to when the blinds would be installed.
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Jessica Costelloe1701741879

Extremely impressed with the work completed by Dave & Matt from the Blindman team during the installation of our plantation shutters. We considered many companies before opting for the services of Blindman; their pricing is extremely competitive and the quality of their products and workmanship are fantastic.Being a 60s house our windows were a little trickier to work with than ‘modern’ windows, but Dave worked with us to find a solution that worked for our windows and still looked great.Recently we had a third shutter installed and Matt did an excellent job of the initial measure up & the installation (which he completed in around half an hour!)I would confidently recommend Blindman to anyone looking for shutters or new window coverings for their home, they’re a fantastic family-owned small business who take pride in their work and customer satisfaction.
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Emily1700683242

Excellent service from all the team at Blindman. Great quality shutters and security door.
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Mathew O’Donohue1700528339

We had zipscreens installed by Blindman. Very happy with the outcome would recommend to anyone looking for blinds.
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Elle Baskett1700004392

I will never go anywhere else for my window covering needs! The service from the whole team is fantastic from start to finish. The level of care to their product and customer service sets them apart. It’s not the first time I’ve used Blindman and won’t be the last. Google won’t let me upload a small video of the motorized blinds the guys installed for me but they are a game changer! Highly recommend. Thanks again guys!
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Stafford Street Medical1699851517

Very happy with our outdoor blind. Was ordered and installed within a matter of weeks. Great service from everyone involved!
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helena cheung1696483987
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warren minton1694677655

Great service from Harrison and the team at Blindman.
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Bronwyn Webb1694658319

Thank you David for an excellent job.We got 3 quotes and Blind man were by far the cheapest. They not only were the cheapest but had a simple cost effective method for installation to our glass wall.We are in a commercial unit in Rouse Hill and were seeking a cost effective solution to the heat penetrating the windows of our office.  The installed product is exactly what we ordered – it was installed quickly and without fuss – they look and work beautifully.David even went and got our vacuum cleaner to pick up the few shavings from his drill.We recommend Blind man to any prospective client – great people to deal with.
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Deborah Whittington (Morgarch Consulting)1694493788

Blindman was a great company to work with. Fast responses, great product and installation process was excellent.
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Josephine Tabone1694490592

Blindman were exceptional from the first measure to the installation, I was very satisfied with the quality of the blinds, the price and the pleasant and courteous manner of all the staff at the blindman.highly recommend this company for all your blinds.Josephine
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Ricky Acco1692693279

Dave and the Blinfdman Team were fantastic to deal with. From measure, quote and install. Highly recommended
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Anita Pignone1692688753

Very happy with my new plantation shutters, the service was wonderful the installer was neat and removed his shoes without me asking, very polite and the blinds look fabulous.
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Joanne P1692653299

Thank you to all the team at Blindman. Professional, courteous and reliable staff, from measure and quote to installation. So happy with our Plantation shuttles and roller blinds, they look amazing. Also installed all new fly screens with no fuss.This is the second house we have used Blindman for window coverings and we wouldn’t use anyone else. Thank you!
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Bernadette Latta1691991289

What a wonderful experience with all the team at The Blindman McGrath’s Hill today.I love my plantation shutters. Pricing was fantastic and the installation team lead by Harrison with Eddie and Matt were outstanding 👏 👌Highly recommend
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Sheila Degotardi1690680387

We experienced excellent service from selection to installation. I would highly recommend
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Lexie Cettolin1690521597

Most outstanding service . We are very happy with our shutters. 10 out of 10
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Carla Matthews1689907244

Excellent service, product and price. We had 2 screen doors replaced.
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Melissa Wiegold1688539411

Absolutely love our roller blinds, plantation shutters and sheer curtains installed in our new home.  Can’t recommend the team highly enough and their customer service from start to finish was second to none.  Thank you so much Marian, David, Harrison and all the team behind the scenes, we truly appreciate your help and guidance in meeting our needs.  Thank you!!
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Madhavi Gunturi1688084178

Great service, good products, customer service and price
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bigo Line1687921823

Absolutely amazing customer service! and attention to detail with install our shutters. I highly recommend their services to any work your seeking out to be done in your home
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Lee-Anne Cusack1687616088

Thank you Blindman for the beautiful new blinds in our office, they have really brightened up the office. Great price! Great Service, Great Product. Highly recommended
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Kevin Thomas1687238724

Great effort from the three guys, friendly, courteous and obviously knowledgeable. Fantastic job. Highly recommend. Wish I had gone to them for my Plantation Shutters as well……my big bad.
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Colin Curran1686801903

David and Eddie arrived on time to deliver and install several plantation shutters which were measured some weeks prior. The installation process was smooth and efficient. They cleared the packaging and left the work areas clean and tidy. I would recommend The Blindman, a local business to any one in the Hawkesbury based on price and efficiency seeking their services.Col at Grosevale.
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NJ IM1685520129

Thank you, Marian, David, Matthew and Harrison so so much!They made it magical happen for my family project so efficiently. Their communication was always spot on. They were so friendly and open to assist with my very last-minute inquiry.  Seriously everything is magically done and dusted in time! Thanks for your understanding about my family matter and makes them so proud and happy!
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Ahmed Khaled Al-Toukhy1683772537

Blindman has wide variety of products. I have dealt with them multiple times and recently and I was not disappointed. They come once for accurate measurements (max 5 to 10min), and another visit for very quick installation (again max 10min). I highly recommend them!
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Marilyn piggott1682585347

Mat was great and  very professional
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Vinod Bhadu1682558461

Great product and exceptional customer service. Right from the start when Marian came for measure the job, it was absolute pleasure. She explained the products and listen to our needs. She was very helpful and supportive. David was great to deal with and very knowledgeable, friendly and professional.  Great quality product,  delivered and installed on time without delay. The installation crew were on time, introduced themselves (can’t remember the names, young fallows), professional and explained in detail about how they will go about the installation. Very pleased with the whole experience. Will not hesitate to use them again or recommend to family and friends. Thanks Marian and David!
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Mervyn Rutter1682485034

Very satisfied with the products and extremely happy with the service and the prices and have recommended a few  people
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Hollie Emanuel1681713740

Would highly reccomend Blindman!The staff were very accomodating and professional and the finished products were nothing short of exceptional!
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Natalie Allen1680659602

Very reasonable prices for the blinds I had installed. Installers were on time and did a great job. I was very happy with the end result and the whole process.
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Craig Fuller1680160972

Fantastic to deal with and highly recommend.
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Michelle Hughes1680137705

Installer was very professional and did a great job.



[image: Adam Ward]
Adam Ward1679358400

Dave at Blindman was great to deal with. Arrived on time and got the job done quickly. We are very happy with the blinds and sheers we got installed and would definitely recommend them
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Avi Goldstein1679088618

Great service, nice work, straight forward transaction, good old fashioned service.Thanks guysAvi
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harry jagdev1679019899





[image: Claire Sultana]
Claire Sultana1678928728

I would like to thank the team at Blindman (Marian, Catherine, David, Julie and Meghan) for the workmanship and quality of my new vertical drapes.  I am very happy with the finished product and after care service provided by the team, at a point in time which was very difficult for our family.  I would not hesitate to recommend to friends and family the services of Blindman in the future.
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Sharline Xerri1678149665

Great quality and wonderful service
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Lisa B1677660300
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very helpful, price competitive and awesome installation guys
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ruby webber1707786117

Everyone at the Blindman were incredibly knowledgeable and helpful!I was please with the quality and affordability of our beautiful new blinds and also very grateful for the patience they had with my partner and i as we were waiting for window installation.Thanks guys!
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Angie Alchin1704067786

We live in Bateau Bay and we had a recommendation to use Dave from the Blindman Mulgrave we are so glad we did Dave had no hesitation to come and give us a quote driving from Sydney to Bateau Bay they were the cheapest quote but they were also the best, the quality was great, Dave suggestions were outstanding and everything we ask for was delivered.  Our experience with the Blindman was fantastic from the office staff to Dave who installed everything coming three times to our place.  So, if you are thinking of awnings, blinds, shutters, screen doors and much more don’t go past the Blindman at Mulgrave.  Thank you to Marion and Dave and the all the staff at the Blindman Mulgrave.  Kind regards Angie & Garry Alchin.
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Blindman exceeded our expectations at every step – from the quote to the installation. The communication was outstanding, and every team member was not only professional but also a pleasure to deal with. For your window blinds, Blindman is the top choice.
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Highly recommend Blindman! During all stages of the process: quote, colour selections to installation, we were very impressed! The communication in between was outstanding. All team members were friendly, professional and a pleasure to deal with. Look no further than Blindman for your window furnishings!
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Very professional, good workmanship.Would recommend.
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Really happy with the service we got from Blindman - Appreciate your work, David. Plenty of advice on how to get the best results. Highly recommended.
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What a wonderfully easy process!… great advice from the staff, who all knew their stuff.I am so happy with my news blinds & the cost was very affordable. Very little wait time! Thank you Blindman!
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Would highly recommend using The Blindman.  They were very professional, extremely helpful with choosing blinds for my home.  My plantation shutters look great, really happy with the quality.  The company kept me constantly updated in regards to when the blinds would be installed.
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Extremely impressed with the work completed by Dave & Matt from the Blindman team during the installation of our plantation shutters. We considered many companies before opting for the services of Blindman; their pricing is extremely competitive and the quality of their products and workmanship are fantastic.Being a 60s house our windows were a little trickier to work with than ‘modern’ windows, but Dave worked with us to find a solution that worked for our windows and still looked great.Recently we had a third shutter installed and Matt did an excellent job of the initial measure up & the installation (which he completed in around half an hour!)I would confidently recommend Blindman to anyone looking for shutters or new window coverings for their home, they’re a fantastic family-owned small business who take pride in their work and customer satisfaction.
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Excellent service from all the team at Blindman. Great quality shutters and security door.
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We had zipscreens installed by Blindman. Very happy with the outcome would recommend to anyone looking for blinds.
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I will never go anywhere else for my window covering needs! The service from the whole team is fantastic from start to finish. The level of care to their product and customer service sets them apart. It's not the first time I've used Blindman and won't be the last. Google won't let me upload a small video of the motorized blinds the guys installed for me but they are a game changer! Highly recommend. Thanks again guys!
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Very happy with our outdoor blind. Was ordered and installed within a matter of weeks. Great service from everyone involved!
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Great service from Harrison and the team at Blindman.
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Thank you David for an excellent job.We got 3 quotes and Blind man were by far the cheapest. They not only were the cheapest but had a simple cost effective method for installation to our glass wall.We are in a commercial unit in Rouse Hill and were seeking a cost effective solution to the heat penetrating the windows of our office.  The installed product is exactly what we ordered - it was installed quickly and without fuss - they look and work beautifully.David even went and got our vacuum cleaner to pick up the few shavings from his drill.We recommend Blind man to any prospective client - great people to deal with.
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Blindman was a great company to work with. Fast responses, great product and installation process was excellent.
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Blindman were exceptional from the first measure to the installation, I was very satisfied with the quality of the blinds, the price and the pleasant and courteous manner of all the staff at the blindman.highly recommend this company for all your blinds.Josephine
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Dave and the Blinfdman Team were fantastic to deal with. From measure, quote and install. Highly recommended
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Very happy with my new plantation shutters, the service was wonderful the installer was neat and removed his shoes without me asking, very polite and the blinds look fabulous.
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Thank you to all the team at Blindman. Professional, courteous and reliable staff, from measure and quote to installation. So happy with our Plantation shuttles and roller blinds, they look amazing. Also installed all new fly screens with no fuss.This is the second house we have used Blindman for window coverings and we wouldn’t use anyone else. Thank you!
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What a wonderful experience with all the team at The Blindman McGrath's Hill today.I love my plantation shutters. Pricing was fantastic and the installation team lead by Harrison with Eddie and Matt were outstanding 👏 👌Highly recommend
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We experienced excellent service from selection to installation. I would highly recommend
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Most outstanding service . We are very happy with our shutters. 10 out of 10
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Excellent service, product and price. We had 2 screen doors replaced.
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Absolutely love our roller blinds, plantation shutters and sheer curtains installed in our new home.  Can't recommend the team highly enough and their customer service from start to finish was second to none.  Thank you so much Marian, David, Harrison and all the team behind the scenes, we truly appreciate your help and guidance in meeting our needs.  Thank you!!
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Great service, good products, customer service and price
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Absolutely amazing customer service! and attention to detail with install our shutters. I highly recommend their services to any work your seeking out to be done in your home
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Thank you Blindman for the beautiful new blinds in our office, they have really brightened up the office. Great price! Great Service, Great Product. Highly recommended
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Great effort from the three guys, friendly, courteous and obviously knowledgeable. Fantastic job. Highly recommend. Wish I had gone to them for my Plantation Shutters as well……my big bad.
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David and Eddie arrived on time to deliver and install several plantation shutters which were measured some weeks prior. The installation process was smooth and efficient. They cleared the packaging and left the work areas clean and tidy. I would recommend The Blindman, a local business to any one in the Hawkesbury based on price and efficiency seeking their services.Col at Grosevale.
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Thank you, Marian, David, Matthew and Harrison so so much!They made it magical happen for my family project so efficiently. Their communication was always spot on. They were so friendly and open to assist with my very last-minute inquiry.  Seriously everything is magically done and dusted in time! Thanks for your understanding about my family matter and makes them so proud and happy!
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Blindman has wide variety of products. I have dealt with them multiple times and recently and I was not disappointed. They come once for accurate measurements (max 5 to 10min), and another visit for very quick installation (again max 10min). I highly recommend them!
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Mat was great and  very professional
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Great product and exceptional customer service. Right from the start when Marian came for measure the job, it was absolute pleasure. She explained the products and listen to our needs. She was very helpful and supportive. David was great to deal with and very knowledgeable, friendly and professional.  Great quality product,  delivered and installed on time without delay. The installation crew were on time, introduced themselves (can't remember the names, young fallows), professional and explained in detail about how they will go about the installation. Very pleased with the whole experience. Will not hesitate to use them again or recommend to family and friends. Thanks Marian and David!
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Very satisfied with the products and extremely happy with the service and the prices and have recommended a few  people
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Would highly reccomend Blindman!The staff were very accomodating and professional and the finished products were nothing short of exceptional!
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Very reasonable prices for the blinds I had installed. Installers were on time and did a great job. I was very happy with the end result and the whole process.
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Fantastic to deal with and highly recommend.
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Installer was very professional and did a great job.
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Dave at Blindman was great to deal with. Arrived on time and got the job done quickly. We are very happy with the blinds and sheers we got installed and would definitely recommend them
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Great service, nice work, straight forward transaction, good old fashioned service.Thanks guysAvi
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I would like to thank the team at Blindman (Marian, Catherine, David, Julie and Meghan) for the workmanship and quality of my new vertical drapes.  I am very happy with the finished product and after care service provided by the team, at a point in time which was very difficult for our family.  I would not hesitate to recommend to friends and family the services of Blindman in the future.
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